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1. Introduction 
The following question is raised as soon as one considers CW-complexes (cf. [ 151): 
Let X be a l-connected CW-complex of finite type, and let ,f’ : S” + X be a 
continuous map, for some t? > 2. Consider Y = XU, CT” +‘, the space obtained 
from X by attaching an (t7 + I )-cell to X via ,I’. How are H,( 0 Y; R) and 71~ Y 
related to H,(QX;R) and n,X? If I : X- Y denotes the inclusion, what are 
the properties of H,! : H,(QX;R) - H,(OY;R)? 
Although this question is easy to present and state, no general answer to it has been 
found so far. 
Let ,f” : S”-’ + QA’ denote the adjoint of ,f’, and let ,f“’ E H,,_t(QX) denote 
the image of the class of ,f” under the Hurewicz map. A topologist considering the 
above question for the first time might decide that a reasonable first approximation 
to H,(QY;R) would be the quotient algebra H,(QX;R)/(,f”‘), where (,f”‘) denotes 
the ideal generated by ,f“‘. Since the attachment of P”+’ to X kills the class of ,f’ in 
X,X, his guess would be well motivated. In fact. since H,Qr(.f”) = 0, there exists a 
factorization H,f21 = j o y. where y is the quotient map 
y : H,QX + H.QX/( f”‘) 
and j is the induced map 
.j : H,Q&(.f”‘) 4 H,QY. 
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We can now ask whether WC have done enough by killing (,f”‘). Under what conditions 
is j surjective, or injective? 
The possible su+ctivity of i has been studied in [5, 9, 141. In [9] Halpcrin and the 
second author demonstrated that the surjectivity ofj is equivalent to ,/“’ being an imr/ 
element of the algebra H,(.!X). More explicitly, they proved the following theorem. 
Let H denote H,(.QX’;k), where k is any field. 
The last two conditions can be generalized to define inertia for elements of any 
algebra over a field. We can also cxtcnd the notion of inertia to the attaching map 
,f itself, saying that ,f’ is k-irzcrt if and only if f “’ is inert in H.(QX;k). Thus, if ,f’ 
is k-inert, the homology H,(QY: k) is as much like H,(QX;k) as possible. No new 
classes are produced, and only the ideal generated by the class of the attachment itself 
is killed. This is clearly a very strong condition on ,f’. 
Inert attachments do most certainly exist, however. If Y is a l-connected rational 
Poincari: duality complex (c.g., a manifold) whose cohomology algebra with coefficients 
in Q is not generated by only one clement, then the attaching map of the top cell is 
Q-inert [9]. F&lix and TanrC have recently shown that the same result holds over &/~a, 
for p large enough relative to the dimension of I’ 171. 
Halperin and the second author have also shown that over the rationals, an attach- 
ment is inert if and only if the homotopy fiber of the inclusion is a wedge of spheres 
[91. 
The object of this article is to explore two other conditions which cell attachments 
may fulfill. These conditions -. h~it7~~s.~ and tticw7c~s.v ~- arc satisfied by any inert at- 
tachment, and are actually weaker. In Section 2, WC define laziness, both algebraically 
and topologically. In Section 3. we give several algebraic criteria for laziness, which 
we apply to certain explicit attachments to show that they are lazy, but not inert. We 
observe however that those which can be realized topologically are in some sense 
“unreasonable”. 
Our focus shifts in Section 4 to attachments of top cells in CW-complexes. We ask 
whether it is always possible to choose a “nice” attaching map for the top cell of 
a complex. We present an algebraic analog of a “nasty” top cell attachment, which, 
by its very non-topological nature. lcads us to suspect that it may be impossible to 
construct such a nasty cell attachment topologically. 
We shall work with a fixed field k as coefficients. The k-vector space with basis 
()I‘, ),t/ will be denoted k(\t,,). 
The authors would like to thank Stephen Halperin for helpful comments. Indeed the 
first topological example of lazy, non-inert attachment is due to him. 
2. Algebraic definitions of laziness 
The notion of a ltr:~, attaching map was introduced in [5] as follows 
Definition 2.1. Let F denote the homotopy fiber of the inclusion 
x-xu, e ,,+ I = Y. 
Let ,LI:QY xF- F denote the homotopy action known as the holonomy of the fi- 
bration, and let ci : QY + F denote the restriction of ,U to QY x *. where * is the 
basepoint of F. Then ,f’ is 1~~3 if and only if H,ci : H,QY + H,F is the trivial map. 
Felix and the second author proved in [5] that every inert attachment is lazy. They 
also asked whether the two conditions are actually equivalent. In [I I], laziness and 
inertia are studied in terms of properties of the homotopy fiber F. 
In this article we discuss laziness from an algebraic point of view. In order to define 
a reasonable algebraic analog of laziness, we need to make use of the notion of Adams- 
Hilton models, as a way of transferring information from the topological category to 
the category of connected chain algebras, i.e. differential positively graded k-algebras 
with a differential of degree -I. 
If X is a simply-connected CW-complex, an Adum-Hiltotz tm&l for X is a free 
chain algebra .r/(.X). unique only up to homotopy. together with a chain algebra map 
(I,y : .d( x ) - C,QX inducing an isomorphism on homology [I]. The Adams-Hilton 
model possesses the following properties, among others: 
(i) For any map ,f’ : X + Y between simply-connected CW complexes and any 
choice of models (J/(X), 0.~) and (x/( Y ), Or), there exists a map of chain algebras 
such that 0). o .d(,f’) is homotopic to C,Qf’ o 1)1;-. 
(ii) If X = x U Ult, e7 is a cell decomposition of X. ]e,l 2 2, then .c/(X) may be 
take;1 to be T(h, : x E I), where IhI, = le,l - I. 
(iii) If ,f‘ and y are homotopic. then the maps of chain algebras -d(,f’) and ,“/(<I) 
arc homotopic. Furthermore, if ,f’ is a homotopy equivalence, then .pJ(,f’) is as well. 
(iv) If & CX is a subcomplex and .c/(Xt,) is any model of &, then there exists a 
model of X. .-/(X), which is an extension of .d(&). Also. if j” : X + Y is a map, 
./‘I.\,, = .f& and ,cd(,fi) is a model for ,f;, then there exists a model .d(,f’) of ,f’ 
extending ,r/( ,f; ). 
Note that the ground ring in the above can be taken (and originally was) to be the 
integers Z, and therefore any commutative ring IZ as well. In what follows we shall 
assume for simplicity that the ground ring is the fixed field k. 
Consider now the inclusion X - .Y U, e”+’ = 1’. Suppose that (TV,(I’) 2 C,QX 
is an Adam+Hilton model for S. There exists an AdarnsPHilton model (T( V + 
k(w)),d) 5 c’,QY of Y such that 1\~‘1 = /I; (I\\. is a cycle rcprcsenting .f‘; and 
the inclusion (TV, d) -, (T( 1’ X(~t,)),d) represents the inclusion of X into Y. Thus. 
if the attachment is inert, this inclusion inducts a surjection in homology. 
Recall that for any free chain algebra (TU, d) over k, there is a canonical semi-free 
resolution (cf. [3]) of k as a left (TL’.d)-module 
(TCT K (k i’+sU),D) 5 k, 
where (sl/ ),, ” U,,_ 1 for all II [ 131. For U 2 I ’ 1-i k(w), we are interested in the 
following submodule of this quasi-rrce model of k: 
(T(V$ k(w))x(k ~~.sl’),D) - (T( I,‘/ k(w)) .‘j(k ‘:+.sV + k(w)),D). 
As shown in [8], since 
T( V ‘f> k(w)) c:x: (k I$ .x1’) 2 (T( I’ k(w)) .‘,, ‘l-l’ SC;: (k ~18 sV) 
we have that 
H,T( V + k(w)) :;: (k (1 ~1’) 2 .fi)/l,r-“‘(T(I’ ~bk(~t’)),k) 
?z ,fij7,r-‘.*‘2y ((‘,QY,k) 
e H,F. 
Thus, T( V ;T; k(w)) $3 (k I xl’) is a model for (‘,I;‘. Furthermore, the map induced on 
homology by the inclusion 
I/. : T( V CT“ k(w)) = T( V --[I k(w)) : k - T( I’ k(w)) %, (k if: .sV) 
is equal to H,b;. 
We can generalize the above construction IO any chain algebra (A,&), as t‘ollows. 
Let A $1’ X 5 k be a semi-free resolution of k as a left A-module. Let (I be a cycle 
in A, and consider the chain algebra A JJT(k(\l,)) where dc~ = a. We consider the 
inclusion 
It is now clear that the following definition provides a natural analogue of topological 
laziness: 
Definition 2.2. Let (A,d) be a chain algebra over k. The attachment of a new gen- 
erator u’ with U~IV E A is /L$ /KJ~ if 11~ induces the zero map in reduced homology. 
Alternatively, the cycle (I = NI\t, (resp. its class Y = [(/its] E H = HA) is said to be 
left lazy in .4 (resp. H). If’, in all the previous discussions, right modules replace left 
modules. and the corresponding inclusion I/< induces zero in reduced homology, then 
the attachment (resp. the cycle) is r.iq/l/ trr~.. 
Notice the distinction between right and left laziness. As we shall set shortly. there 
exist algebraic attachments which arc left. but not right. lazy and vice-versa. Any topo- 
logical attachment, expressed algebraically via AdamsHilton models. must bc either 
right and left lazy or neither. however, because the Adams-Hilton model of a space is 
isomorphic as a differential algebra to its opposite [IO]. 
Recall [o] that a cycle N E 4 is inert if and only if its class [N] t HA is inert. It 
would be useful to know whether a criterion can be given for laziness of (I which 
depends only on the homology class of CI rather than of N itself. 
3. Algebraic criteria for laziness 
WC begin with an equivalent definition of left (resp. right) laziness, which will be 
useful for computations. 
Proof. Choose a X-basis (r~k)ktk of I’. Let (IIk )kt~ be the corresponding basis of sl’. 
A typical clement x of T( I’ -~ k(n+) :, (k ; ~1~‘) has the form 
where ,K /,I, E T( I’ : k(u.)) and i runs through some finite subset of K. The differential 
in the quasi-free acyclic construction is defined so that 
where t/n, = C, /,‘,, r, 
Suppose that the attachment of 11‘ is left lazy, i.e., H,I/. = 0. Choose any cycle 
;’ t T’(1’, I?(W)). Since H./J, = 0, there exists 2 E T( V II k(nf)) :,‘ (k +sV) such that 
Dee = ;I. Thus, using the notation above, we must have 
and 
for all i. 
In particular, 7 is homologous to ~ C,( ~ I )li’,l/jir.,, which is a cycle in T( V :+~(\v))x 
I/. In other words, 
H,K/. 
i i 
- c (-l)““/j / 1’, = ;‘. 
1 
Thus we see that if the attachment of U’ is left lazy, then H*KL is surjective. 
The proof of the converse consists in reversing the steps of the proof above. Showing 
that the characterization of right laziness holds is an essentially identical process. 0 
In the case of an arbitrary chain algebra A, we have the following 
Proof. The corollary follows from two simple observations. First, if A = (T( V),d) 
then KL = j-1.. Next, if y : A + B is a quasi-isomorphism of chain algebras, then the 
induced maps XT(A) - X+(B) and %(A) - %(R) are quasi-isomorphisms of chain 
complexes by a standard spectral sequence argument. Ll 
In particular, if the attachment of 1%‘ to A is left lazy, then HI (iL) is a surjection. We 
will now examine some consequences of this condition in the case of formal laziness, 
that is, for algebras with zero difkrential. 
Let H be a graded (connected) algebra, and v E H of positive degree n. There is a 
natural bigrading on the differential algebra X(H) = H I1 T(w) with C/PV = r, given by 
the weight in u’. A typical element in %(H)l,* is of the form z = trl~‘wtC~:~;~~wO~:‘, 
with u,c:,P:’ E H, Ic:/I > 0. If z is a cycle, then 
0 = ur + ( - 1 )‘“I I( - 1 )I’: ~r)T:‘. 
Thus if z is a cycle, one has uv t Ht-H, This suggests the following definition: 
Definition 3.3. Let H be a graded connected algebra, and Y E H,,,n > 0. We denote 
EL(r) = {u E H,; UY E Ht-HI ) 
It is clear that .Z,,(/.) is a left ideal of H, which contains the two-sided ideal HrH 
generated by I.. 
Proof. Let 7r/ : ‘A(H) - %(H):%;‘(H) be the quotient map. Then HI(&) is surjectivc 
if and only if /I,( n/_) is rero. This means that for every I-cycle z E X(H) there exists 
a I‘ SUCll that 
From this we readily obtain : 
WC do not know whether the converse holds without any additional hypothesis. Here 
is a useful case where our hypothesis is satisfied. 
Proof. Let ((I, )ic/ be a minimal system of generators and (.s,),~,, be a minimal system 
of relations of the algebra H. and consider the differential algebra 
A = (T(k((tr,)j ; k((h,))).tf) 
Lvith L/U, = 0 and c/h, = s,. Then H has global dimension < 2 if and only if the map 
.-1 z H defined by yap = U, and yh, = 0 is a quasi-isomorphism of algebras. This 
follows from the main result in [l3], and also from the more precise Theorem 4.3 
below. The chain algebra ff LI T(n,) is then quasi-isomorphic to 
A ITT(M,) = (T(k((tr,)) k((h,)) :~k(w)).d), 
where (/[I, = 0 and ~lh,.t/~l. E T(k((tr, ))). This is a “two-level” chain algebra in the 
sense of [6], therefore its homology is generated in degree 0 and I, and so is the 
homology of ‘K(H) = (H 11 T(Lv))+. 1 
Remark 3.7. A commutative graded algebra contains no lazy element. unless it is 
freely generated by this single element. 
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Indeed if H is commutative. it is obvious that E/.(r) = HA for all Y E H+. Thus if 
Y is lazy, one has H_ = HrH and I’ generates 1-I. Clearly, I’ is inert and therefore lazy 
in T(r). It remains to show that I’ ih not lazy in T(~)i(r”‘),nz > 2. Inspection shows 
that the element IVI.‘~‘-‘I~~ is a cycle in (T(Y)/(Y) II T(w),ci~tj = r,dr = 0) which is 
not homologous to a cycle in (T(Y). (I.“‘) 11 T( rr,)).( T( I.)/(P)+. Therefore r is not lazy 
in T(r)/(r”‘) by Corollary 3.2. 
We are now prepared to examine a lazy, non-inert topological attachment. 
Example 3.8. Let X = S’VS’U~~,,,,,~II c?. Attach a d-cell to X along I. Clearly XU,C>” CY 
5” V Sx. We claim that the latter attachment is lazy but not inert. Indeed an Adams- 
Hilton model of X is (T(~(.Y.J~.z)).~/) where 1.~1 = I>,1 = 2, /zI = 7, and u’x = d_~ = 
0, U’Z = [x, [x,?]]. Since the single relation [.Y, [s, J,]] is inert in T(k(x, _v)) (cf. [2]. 
Theorem 3.2), one has H = H,( SLY ) Y T(k(x. ~3) )/( [x, [I, J!]]) and therefore H,,,,d = 0. 
Since H7(Q(S3 V SK)) # 0, the attachment is not inert. 
Since we are dealing with a topological attachment, it is enough to show that it is 
left lazy. Now we can apply the proposition above because gldim H = 2. To show that 
Z(s) = HxH, it suffices to check that JX~ 4 Z(I) for all k > 0. Otherwise, there would 
exist m,,n, E T = T(k(x, JX)) with /II/ > 0 such that 
which is clearly impossible. 
One may modify this example to make it minimal by replacing x with [x,J,], namely, 
setting I=/ = I1 and dz = [[x,>,I. [[x.J‘],J]]. However. both attachements are obviously 
unreasonable ways to construct the resulting CW-complexes, since the top cell is not 
attached last. We know of no example of a lazy non-inert top cell attachment in 
topology. We can only provide an algebraic attachment of a top generator which is 
left lazy, but not right lazy and therefore not inert. 
Example 3.9. Let V = k(cl.h.x), w~hcre l(11 .= lhl = 2 and 1.~1 = 7. Define a differential 
d on TV by r/u = dh = 0 and d.r = uha. Adjoin a new generator .V with boundary 
do> = h2u. The attachment of .V is not inert, since h’s - yha is a cycle in T( V +l k(y)) 
which is not homologous to anythin g in the image of the inclusion of TV. 
To see that the attachment of J’ is not right lazy, note that H*KR is not a surjection. 
For example, it is clear that /?.u - J?X~ is not homologous to anything in the image of 
KR. 
Next, let z E T( V+k(y)) be a cycle, and write z = r_v+/I with beta E T( V+k(y))>iV. 
Then 0 = (dx) 1’ + (- 1 )~“~&a + d/i. Therefore, (lx = 0 and rh’u = (-1 )~“~+‘d[~. 
Upon inspection of T( I’ ,I k(>,)). we can conclude that if x # 0 one must have 
[j = yh2u for some ;‘. Thus x = (~ I )I,‘~d;.~, and therefore z = Y_V + fi = d(yy). Hence, 
KL is surjective in homology, hence the attachment is left lazy. 
Similarly, if we adjoin J* instead by L/J. = rrh’. then we find that the attachment now 
is right, but not left. lazy. 
4. Niceness 
In this section we wish to consider cell attachments ,f’ : S” - X which, though they 
may generate more homology classes for H,QY, do not kill anything more than the 
ideal (J”) in H,QX. 
Definition 4.1. The attachment ,f’ : S” + X is 17iw if ,j : H,QX(,f”‘) - H,S-?Y is an 
injection. 
Example 4.2. Two-cones, namely spaces of the form Y = V,S”, U,/, v,e”‘~+‘, provide 
examples of nice attachments. The Adams-Hilton model of Y is a “two-level” chain 
algebra, i.e. is of the form .-1(Y) = (T( L’,, .. c/l ).u’) where dCJ0 = 0 and dUI C T( c/o). 
Bigrade -m/(Y) by defining bideg(zr,) = (i. lu,l - i) for all c[, E Lj, and extending to 
all elements of .r/( Y) by bideg(sJ,) = bideg .x- + bideg J’. The homology of .c/( Y) is 
calculated in terms of this bigrading in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 (Baues. Felix and Thomas[4] ). 
(i) H,l,*J( Y) = Tl/o.((l’C’, ). 
(ii) H.-/(Y) = T,,,,_~,(~,(}-1,,,.-J(Y)). 
(iii ) [6] H b ,* .-J( Y ) is tl7c third .s_I~:JY~_I~ ~~ ocl~rlc in the ,fi)llo~t~imq cmonicul resolution 
of’ H,,,,.r/( Y ) as N Ho.,.c/( Y )-himduk 
0 - H,,,.r/( Y) 4 H( ,,*. -/( Y) I: U, .’ Ho,*.‘l( Y) d H,),,.-/(Y) > I/(, _,/ H”,,.p/( Y) 
+ Ho...r/( Y) 8;” H”.*.d( Y) - H< ,,*. c/( Y) - 0. 
Thus, in particular, T(/O:(dL’I ) injects into H.d( Y) as the component of degree 0. 
Thus we may say that the attachment ,/’ = V,,f; : V,P + Yic is nice, although this 
may be confusing because it is not true in general that each cell attachment ,f’; is nice 
with respect to the space Y = V,S”, Uv ii I ,, V~C!““+‘. as shown by Example 4.5 below. 
Still j’, is nice if all other maps ,f’k are inert. By Theorem 4.3, if gldim H,CLX’ 5 2. 
the space X has a two-level Adams-Hilton model where all attachments are inert. Thus 
we may conclude 
Example 4.5. There is also an obvious example of a nasty cell attachment. albeit 
not a top cell attachment. We start with an AdamsPHilton model for CP’ based on its 
standard cell decomposition C’P’ = I !J c’ LJ (,-I: 
xi/( C’P’ ) = (T( II. I.), C/ ) 
with 1111 = 1, 11.1 = 3, and C/I. = II’. WC then ad.join a generator I(’ of degree 2 such 
that d\t’ = I/. This is the algebraic ccluivalent of adjoining a three-cell to C’P’ to kill 
the S’ at the bottom of the complex, thus obtaining CP’ U, e3 2 C’P?S’ z S’. 
Recall that H,QC’P’ = .4(.v1 ) jP(~,4), the tensor product of an exterior algebra with 
a polynomial algebra. Thus we obtain 
H,QC’P’/(,f”‘) = .4(.x-, ) P(J,~) (s, ) = P(J’~) 
while on the other hand FI, .QS’ = P(z~). Hence i = 0 ~ a very nasty attachment 
indeed! 
This example has the disadvantage that the attachment is non-minimal, i.e., (ILL’ is 
linear. We would like to know if thcrc exist examples of minimal nasty attachments. 
Using Adam-Hilton terminology. \\e ask if there exist nasty adjunctions of generators 
whose boundaries contain no linear elements. In fact, such an example is not too 
difficult to construct: 
Example 4.6. Let C’ = Q(tr. 11. c’. C, ,f . (1, \t,), where l~lj = lhl = /c./ = 2. Define a diffcrent- 
ial tl on TV by du = t/h = t/c, 0, tl e := [cr. h], cl,/‘ = [h, L.], dg = [u,c] and 
C/IV = [h,h], where h = [(I.,/‘] - 1~. C] ~ [/l.q/I. Note that the fact u’h = 0 is a direct 
consequence of the Jacobi identity. 
Now adjoin a new variable = with diKcrcntial t/z = h. One has: 
The element [/7,1$‘] is a cycle. but not a boundary, in H.(TV.t/). Furthermore, it is not 
an element of the ideal of H,(Tl’.tl) gcncrated by the class of h. Thus the class of 
[I?, >\‘I is a nonzero element in the kcrncl of ,i : tl, (TV,t/)l(h) - H,(T( I’ Q(z) ).cl). 
In neither of the previous examples is the cell which is attached a top cell. We 
construct in what follows an algebraic example of nasty adjunction of a top generator. 
This algebraic example is of such a highly non-topological nature, however, as to lend 
credence to the hypothesis that topological top cell attachments can always be chosen 
nicely. 
Example 4.7. We begin construction of this example by letting 0’ = k(tr. h, II, r), where 
1~11 = lhl = 2 and 1111 == /$ = S. D fi e ne a dillcrcntial d on TU by L/U = u’h = 
0, u’u = cdh, and C/I. = /XI. A straightforward calculation shows that H,(TU.d) = 
T(a, h, h, k )/(uh, hu, ok - hh. kc/ ~ hh ), Here, i? is the class of UL~ - ~1’ which is in the 
Massey product (~,h.u). and k is the class of 1~1 rh which is in the Massey product 
(h,u,h). Notice in particular that (cI~\)’ = trhhk = 0 in H,(TI/,cI’), so that there exists 
@ E TU satisfying d0 = (Eli)‘. 
Adjoin now a new generator 11’ of degree 10 with differential du, = L&. Then the class 
trk@ + @c/k, nonzero in H,(TL’,u’) and representing the Massey product (crk.~k,~li), 
dies in H,(T(L’ + k(~tj)).d): 
Since c/k@ + @nk $ (ak), the map ,j : H,(TU,d)!(h) + H,(T(U :‘k(~‘)).~f) is not an 
injection. Hence, the attachment of H’ is nasty. 
It is clear. however, that TU and T( L: I! X:(l,a)) are not Adams-Hilton models ot 
spaces. 
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